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Teaching Spelling  
 
So, you’ve got the words you want to teach, 
but just how do you go about doing it? If 
there’s one thing that’s pretty certain, it’s that 
giving children a list of words and telling them 
to get on with it isn’t going to be terribly 
productive. If we want children to develop 
strong spelling skills, we need to teach them a 
whole range of strategies to support them. For 
what it’s worth, here are our best ideas 
 
1. Build a classroom culture where it’s 
fine to try and use an unusual word and get it wrong. Children need to know that 
making mistakes is part of the learning process. Telling children you’d much rather 
see exquisite spelled wrong than really nice spelled correctly is going to help everyone 
become a better writer. For this to work, it can’t just be once: you’ll probably need to 
reinforce this every time the class sit down to write. 
 
2. Try to encourage children’s interest in words and language. An exploratory 
approach to teaching spelling and language development is likely to be much more useful 
than just memorising lists of words. You might:  
- Draw attention to interesting words as you read with the class: guided reading is 
especially useful for this. 
- Introduce some ‘words of the week’- new or unusual words that everyone has to try and 
use at least once before Friday. When someone manages to use a word in the context of a 
lesson, stop and acknowledge it. 
- Try to model appropriate vocabulary yourself, showing an enthusiasm for language and 
words. For some children, their teacher will be the most important source of new 
language. 
 
3. Make sure children remember to use their phonic knowledge and skill to 
support their spelling as they move through the school. Encouraging children to 
segment the word they want to spell into its individual phonemes and then apply their 
knowledge of the grapheme-phoneme correspondences is the key. The chances are these 
have been painstakingly taught in KS1, and for older children it’s about making sure they 
keep this skill fresh. Reminding children to segment ‘catch’ into its three sounds- /c/ /a/ /ch/- 
and then choose the graphemes to represent those sounds- ‘c’ ‘a’ ‘tch’- sounds like such a 
basic way of supporting spelling, but practising it is so important.  
 
4. Ask children to write down the words that they are learning how to 
spell. The physical act of writing the words by hand helps to anchor the spelling in 
children’s memories and encourages them to think about the letters that represent the 
sounds in the word. You just don’t get the same benefits if children type the words into a 
PC or tablet. 
 



5. Use morphology, orthography and etymology to support spelling. These are a 
significant element of the spelling strand of the 2014 national curriculum, and are key to 
supporting children’s spelling. If they can learn about how words are formed and some of 
the reasons why words are spelled the way they are, suddenly English starts to make a bit 
more sense. For example: 
- Children can learn how morphemes can be joined together and the ‘rules’ for doing this. 
The spelling of familiar morphemes can be learnt and re-used, e.g. prefixes, and inflections 
such as ‘-ed’ and ‘-ing’. 
- Learning to be aware of orthographic patterns can really help with spelling. Often, the 
most probable spelling choice depends on the position of the letter or letters in a word. For 
example, the ‘ay’ digraph often occurs at the ends of words, (as in day, pray, delay, 
Monday). The ‘ai’ digraph, on the other hand, often appears within words (like rain, 
maintain, or obtain). 
- Older children might benefit from thinking about the links between spelling and 
meaning words that are related to each other. For example, knowing that the 
words science, conscious, and conscience all share the same Latin root (scire- to know) 
might help children to remember the ‘sci’ with which they are spelled. 
 
6. ‘Over-pronunciation' is a great spelling strategy. So for Wednesday encourage 
children to say Wed-nes-day as they write. There are lots of words which feature sounds 
that aren’t always pronounced clearly (such as words ending in -ed), so asking children to 
over-pronounce these when spelling can also be useful (for example, teaching children to 
say hopped or skipped instead of jumpt can be a huge help). 
 
7. There are few resources more motivating than a highlighter pen for 
primary-aged children. You can focus children’s attention on the specific GPCs that 
might be tricky in a word by asking them to highlight them. For example, show them 
that receive has ‘ei’ in the middle and ask them to write the word, and then highlight or 
underline this part to help them remember.  
 
 

 
  



YEAR 3 

Long Term Plan 

WEEK AUTUMN 1 AUTUMN 2 SPRING 1 SPRING 2 SUMMER 1 SUMMER 2 

1 

Review, spell 
and define 
vocabulary: 
root word, 

prefix, suffix, 
phoneme, 
grapheme, 
consonant, 

vowel, plural, 
singular etc… 

Words that 
contain the –

ous letter 
string.   

List 6 

Words 
containing the 

ough letter 
string. 

List 12 

Words 
containing the 
letter string –

ent and  
-ence. 

List 17 

Words with 
the letter 

string –ible 
and -ibly. 

List 23 

REVIEW 

List 1-5 

2 
Plurals- es 

   

List 1 

Prefixes: inter-, 
ir-, anti-, re-, 

auto, super- 
  

List 7 

Words 
containing the  

-cious and -
tious letter 

string.   

List 13 

Words 
containing the 
letter string –

ant and  
-ancy. 

List 18 

Using the 
letter string  
-ei after the 

letter -c. 

List 24 

REVIEW 

List 6-11 

3 

Plurals- -ies for 
consonant + y. 

(vowel + y) 
   

List 2 

‘ch’ /K/ and /ʃ/  
  

List 8 

Common 
Homophones. 

List 14 

Homophones 
and near 

homophones. 

List 19 

Adding 
prefixes that 

require a 
hyphen. 

List 25 

REVIEW 

List 12-16 

4 

Plurals- 
common 
irregular 
plurals. 

   

List 3 

‘y’ used as the 
/I/ phoneme in 

places other 
than the end 

of words.  

List 9 

Words 
containing the  
–cial and –tial 
letter strings. 

List 15 

Adding suffixes 
beginning with 

vowels to 
words ending 

in –fer. 

List 20 

Homophones 
and near 

homophones. 

List 26 

REVIEW 

List 17-22 

5 

-tion, -cian 
words to make 

the /ʃən/ 
phoneme. 

List 4 

Words ending 
in –gue and –

que.  
(list 24) 

  

List 10 

Homophones 
and near 

homophones. 

List 16 

Homophones 
and near 

homophones. 

List 21 

Words with 
silent letters. 

List 27 

REVIEW 

List 23-28 

6 

-sion, -ssion, 
words to make 

the /ʃən/ 
phoneme. 

  

List 5 

Words with 
the ‘sc’ letter 

string. 

List 11 

REVIEW 

List 12-16 

Words with 
the letter 

string –able 
and –ably. 

List 22 

Homophones 
and near 

homophones. 

List 28 

  

7 
REVIEW 

List 1-5 

REVIEW 

List 6-11 
  

REVIEW 

List 17-22 

REVIEW 

List 23-28 
  

 



YEAR 3 

Teaching Sequence 
 

Fast and accurate spelling of an extensive vocabulary is a key component of writing fluency. Many of the skills that 
support word reading will also support spelling, but spelling demands great specificity and has different motor 
demands. There is limited high quality evidence about how to teach spelling, but it is clear that spelling should be 
actively taught rather than simply tested. 
 

Teaching sequence  
The programme has been written broadly following a teaching sequence for spelling, whereby each new concept is 
taught, practised and then applied and assessed. Frequently there is also a ‘Revise’ session before the teaching session. 
A typical teaching sequence is as follows: 
 

 
 

An example of how this teaching sequence could fit into the weekly teaching of English: 
 

Friday  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
TEST 

Previous week’s 
words tested 

including the ‘Two 
to Test’ to check 

strategy / concept 
has been 

understood.  
 

LESSON 
Revise previous 

word list/ strategy 
from previous 

years. What can 
they remember?  
Teach the new 

strategy / concept 
or the additional 

words. 

  Investigate the 
strategy and collect 

other examples.  
 

Model having a go 
at applying the 
strategy to new 

words.  
 

Model using the 
new vocabulary in 

a sentences.   

  Practise using the 
strategy / word list 

words in wider 
writing in context of 

a current topic. 

TEST 
Previous week’s 

words tested 
including the ‘Two 
to Test’ to check 

strategy / concept 
has been 

understood.  
 

LESSON 
Revise previous 

word list/ strategy 
from previous 

years. What can 
they remember?  
Teach the new 

strategy / concept 
or the additional 

words. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



YEAR 3 

Teaching Activities 
 

Look, Say, Cover, 
Write, Check 

This is probably the most common strategy used to learn spellings. 
Look: first look at the whole word carefully and if there is one part of the word that is difficult, 
look at that part in more detail. Look for letter strings / patterns of letters and syllables etc… 
Say: say the word as you look at it, using different ways of pronouncing it if that will make it 
more memorable. 
Cover: cover the word. 
Write: write the word from memory, saying the word as you do so. 
Check: Have you got it right? If yes, try writing it again and again! If not, start again – look, say, 
cover, write, check. 

Trace, Copy and 
Replicate 

This is a similar learning process to ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ but is about developing 
automaticity and muscle memory. 
Write the word out on a sheet of paper ensuring that it is spelt correctly and it is large enough to 
trace over. Trace over the word and say it at the same time. Move next to the word you have 
just written and write it out as you say it. Turn the page over and write the word as you say it, 
and then check that you have spelt it correctly. 
If this is easy, do the same process for two different words at the same time. Once you have 
written all your words this way and feel confident, miss out the tracing and copying or the 
tracing alone and just write the words. 

Segmentation The splitting of a word into its constituent phonemes in the correct order to support spelling. 

Quickwrite 

Writing the words linked to the teaching focus with speed and fluency. The aim is to write as 
many words as possible within a time constraint. 
Pupils can write words provided by the teacher or generate their own examples. For example, in 
two minutes write as many words as possible with the /iː/ phoneme. 
This can be turned into a variety of competitive games including working in teams and 
developing relay race approaches. 

Drawing an Image / 
Annotating the Word 

This strategy is all about making a word memorable. It links to meaning in order to try 
to make the spelling noticeable. 
You can’t use this method as your main method of learning spellings, but it might work 
on those that are just a little more difficult to remember. 
This strategy can be very useful when learning pairs or groups of homophones. 
Annotating the words with symbols to represent its meaning can be a powerful learning 
tool. 

Words Without 
Vowels 

This strategy is useful where the vowel choices are the challenge in the words. Write the words 
without the vowels and pupils have to choose the correct grapheme to put in the space. For 
example, for the word field: 

F__LD 
 

Pyramid Words 

This method of learning words forces you to think of each letter separately. 
p 

p y 
p y r 

p y r a 
p y r a m 

p y r a m i 
p y r a m i d 

You can then reverse the process so that you end up with a diamond. 

Highlighting / 
Rainbow Writing 

Using coloured pencils in different ways can help to make parts of words memorable. You could 
highlight the tricky parts of the word or write the tricky part in a different colour. You could also 
write each letter in a different colour, or write the word in red, then overlay in orange, yellow 
and so on. 
Saying the word in a funny way – for example, pronouncing the ‘silent’ letters in a word 

Silly Sentences Make up memorable ‘silly sentences’ containing the word. Despite the fact that the sentences can 
be silly, they must make sense and not use the word in a manner that doesn’t make sense. 

Over Pronunciation Practice over pronouncing words to highlight tricky letter strings. This can be particularly useful 
for the schwa vowel sound where the vowel sound has become an unstressed syllable over time. 

 
  



YEAR 3 

Morphology Graphic Organisers 
 

Teaching pupils to use morphemes (root words, prefixes, and suffixes) can develop their vocabulary while 
also improving phonological awareness, decoding, and spelling. The National Curriculum provides lists of 
words that pupils must learn to spell at Year 3–4 and Year 5–6 which have been adopted and expanded 
in our word lists. A vast majority of these words can be modified by using morphemes, so if pupils learn 
the 100 words in the Year 5–6 list they should be able to read, spell, and understand several hundred 
words as well as having developed an understanding of word-building, which they can apply to other 
vocabulary. Morphemes combine information about spelling, meaning, and grammar and so 
morphological awareness can support every aspect of literacy. 

 

Below are some examples of morphology graphic organisers. 

 

 

 

 

  



YEAR 3 

Developing Vocabulary 
 
While pupils may have the decoding skills required to say a word out loud or even spell it correctly, they 
will only be able to fully understand what it means if it is already in their vocabulary. Approaches to 
develop vocabulary can be split into two groups:  
 

1. The explicit teaching of new vocabulary, 
 

2. The exposure to a rich language environment with opportunities to hear and confidently 
experiment with new words (this could be considered as implicit teaching of new vocabulary).  

 
Both approaches should be used and the following points should be considered. 
 
• Repeated exposure to new vocabulary is necessary across spoken language, reading, and writing. 
• Pre-teaching and discussing new words can support reading comprehension. 
• Pupils should learn new words as well as how to use familiar words in new contexts. 
• Vocabulary learning should entail active engagement in learning tasks. 
• Digital technology can be used to help develop and teach vocabulary. 
 
When pre-teaching and discussing new words, it is useful for teachers to consider Beck and McKeown’s 
tiers of vocabulary. Explicit teaching may best focus on Tier 2 words, words which can be considered as 
ambitious, and also those that children are likely to come across in a variety of contexts across the 
curriculum. Beck and McKeown suggest these words ‘are not the most basic or common ways of 
expressing ideas, but they are familiar to mature language users as ordinary as opposed to specialized 
language’. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Whilst specific Tier 3 vocabulary will be taught in a cross-curricular manner, the KJS spelling scheme aims 
to develop a wide vocabulary of Tier 1 and 2 words which children will be encouraged to use in their 
everyday writing within a range of contexts. Specific instruction on the morphology of words will also help 
children to decipher new words in context by drawing of the meaning inherent in the various 
morphological constituent parts. 

  



YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 1 
Objective: I can recognise common homophones.  

 

Common homophones 

no know 

too to two 

your you’re 

new knew 

right write 

they’re  there their 

So sew sow 

 

Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings. 

Some homophones are pronounced the same way and spelled the same way but have different 
meanings (homonyms). For example: 

Rose (the flower) and rose (past tense of the verb to rise).  Saw (past tense of the verb to see) and saw (a 

tool used for cutting). 

Some homophones are pronounced the same way but are spelled differently and have different 
meanings. For example: 

Wait (the verb) and weight (how heavy something is).  They're (they are), their (belonging to them) and 

there (adverb of place).  Tyre (a car tyre) and tire (to become tired). 

 
 

.  
 

 
 
 
 
 



YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 2 
Objective: I can recognise how to use the possessive apostrophe with singular 

and plural nouns.  
 

singular nouns plural nouns 

girl’s girls’ 

boy’s boys’ 

baby’s babies’ 

dog’s dogs’ 

cat’s cats’ 

man’s men’s 

child’s children’s 

lady’s ladies’ 

 
Apostrophes indicate possession in the following ways: 
 

1) To show possession with a singular noun, add an apostrophe plus the 
letter s to the word.  

• The fireman’s hose. 
• The dog’s bone. 
•  
2) With a regular plural noun, the apostrophe goes after the s. 
• The horses’ hay. 
• The ladies’ toilets. 

 
3) With irregular plural nouns, the apostrophe goes before the s. 
• The children’s playground. 
• The gentlemen’s toilet. 

 
 
 
 



YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 3 
Objective: I can recognise how to use the possessive apostrophe with singular 

and plural nouns.  
 

singular nouns plural nouns 

person’s people’s 

mouse’s mice’s 

louse’s lice’s 

member’s members’ 

teacher’s teachers’ 

child’s children’s 

student’s students’ 

cow’s cattle’s 

 
Apostrophes indicate possession in the following ways: 
 

2) To show possession with a singular noun, add an apostrophe plus the 
letter s to the word.  

• The fireman’s hose. 
• The dog’s bone. 
•  
3) With a regular plural noun, the apostrophe goes after the s. 
• The horses’ hay. 
• The ladies’ toilets. 

 
4) With irregular plural nouns, the apostrophe goes before the s. 
• The children’s playground. 
• The gentlemen’s toilet. 

 
 
 
 

YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 4 



Objective: I can read and spell some common exception words. 
 

Common exception words. 

accidentally 

actually 

address 

answer 

appear 

arrive 

believe 

bicycle 

because 

beautiful 

 
Common exception words 

 
Common exception words are words that you need to be able spell 
correctly.  The only problem is that you may not recognise all of the 
spelling rules needed to spell them just yet.  You may also find that some 
of them don’t follow specific spelling rules.  Try learning them by using 
look, say, cover, write and check.  Try using them to write in 
sentences when you are at home.  This will help you to learn them too. 
 
I haven’t given you two words to test this week.  Instead you will be 
tested on all of the words on the spelling list above. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 5 
Objective: I can recognise and spell some more common homophones.  

 

Common homophones 

through threw 

saw sore 

some sum 

ate eight 

where wear 

groan grown 
 

Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings. 

Some homophones are pronounced the same way and spelled the same way but have different 
meanings (homonyms). For example: 

Rose (the flower) and rose (past tense of the verb to rise).  Saw (past tense of the verb to see) and saw (a 

tool used for cutting). 

Some homophones are pronounced the same way but are spelled differently and have different 
meanings. For example: 

Wait (the verb) and weight (how heavy something is).  They're (they are), their (belonging to them) and 

there (adverb of place).  Tyre (a car tyre) and tire (to become tired). 

 
 

 
 
 

  



YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 6 
Objective: I can recognise and spell words that contain the -ous letter string.  

 

The –ous Letter String (Adjectives) 
poisonous venomous glamorous adventurous 

mountainous tremendous vigorous marvellous 
dangerous enormous courageous ridiculous 

famous jealous outrageous joyous 
various humorous various disastrous 

Common Exceptions (Nouns) 
Same phoneme different letter string! 

purpose cactus octopus thesaurus 
focus apparatus genius Fungus 

Children are only be tested on the words ending in –ous, not the common exception words 
The common exception words are for comparison only! 

 
 

• If the word is an adjective, the spelling is usually –ous: poisonous 
• If the word is a noun, the spelling is usually –us: cactus, octopus 

 
There are 3 rules we need to know for adding –ous to root words: 

1.  If the root word end in ‘e’, drop the ‘e’ and add the –ous. 
fame + ous = famous 

virtue + ous = virtuous 
But if the root word end in ‘-ge’, DON’T drop the ‘e’ when adding –ous. 

advantage + ous = advantageous 
 

2. If the root word end in ‘y’, drop the ‘y’ and add an ‘i’ before the –ous. 
vary + ous = various 

ceremony + ous = ceremonious 
But, in some words, the ‘y’ changes to an ‘e’. 

beauty + ous = beauteous 
 

3. If the root word ends in ‘our’, the spelling of the root word changes to an ‘or’ ending before the 
suffix is added. 

glamour  + ous = glamorous 
odour + ous = odorous 

 

http://www.spellzone.com/unit29/page1.cfm 
https://www.morewords.com/most-common-ends-with/ous/ 

 
TWO TO TEST nervous (adj) virus (n) 

  

http://www.spellzone.com/unit29/page1.cfm
https://www.morewords.com/most-common-ends-with/ous/


YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 7 
Objective: I can explore the suffix ly. 

 

Adding ly to an adjective 

Just add ly Drop the e and 
add ly 

Add ally Drop the y and add 
ily 

sad » sadly 
usual » usually 

complete » completely 

final » finally 

gentle » gently 

simple » simply 

humble » humbly 

noble » nobly 
 

comic » comically 

basic » basically 

frantic » frantically 

dramatic » dramatically 

 

 
 

happy » happily 
angry » angrily 

 
 

 

Adding the suffix ly. 

 
Forming an adverb from an adjective by adding ‘ly’ isn’t normally a problem, you just add ‘ly’, but there 

are words that can cause confusions: 

1, If the word ends in –le, you need to remove the e and add a y instead. 

probable » probably, 
2, If the word ends in -c, you will need to add ally to the word. 

basic » basically, 
3, If the word ends in -l, you simply add ly and the ending will become lly. 

usual » usually, 

4, If the word ends in y, we need to remove the y and add ily instead. 
happy » happily, 

 
 
  



YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 8 
Objective: I can read and spell some common exception words. 

 

Common exception words. 

breath 

breathe 

build 

busy 

business 

calendar 

caught 

centre 

century 

certain 

 
Common exception words 

 
Common exception words are words that you need to be able spell 
correctly.  The only problem is that you may not recognise all of the 
spelling rules needed to spell them just yet.  You may also find that some 
of them don’t follow specific spelling rules.  Try learning them by using 
look, say, cover, write and check.  Try using them to write in 
sentences when you are at home.  This will help you to learn them too. 
 
I haven’t given you two words to test this week.  Instead you will be 
tested on all of the words on the spelling list above. 
 

 
 



 
                                      
YEAR 3 

SPELLING LIST 9 
Objective: I can read and spell some common exception words. 

 

Common exception words. 

early 

Earth 

eight 

eighth 

enough  

exercise 

experience 

experiment 

extreme 

famous 

 
Common exception words 

 
Common exception words are words that you need to be able spell 
correctly.  The only problem is that you may not recognise all of the 
spelling rules needed to spell them just yet.  You may also find that some 
of them don’t follow specific spelling rules.  Try learning them by using 
look, say, cover, write and check.  Try using them to write in 
sentences when you are at home.  This will help you to learn them too. 
 
I haven’t given you two words to test this week.  Instead you will be 
tested on all of the words on the spelling list above. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 10 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the letter strings –gue and 

–que at the end of them. 
 

-gue -que 
league tongue antique unique 

catalogue fatigue opaque technique 
dialogue vague pique boutique 

synagogue intrigue cheque mystique 
analogue rogue critique grotesque 
epilogue meringue mosque statuesque 

 
https://www.morewords.com/ends-with/que/ 
http://www.dailywritingtips.com/words-ending-in-gue/ 
 
 

TWO TO TEST plague plaque 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.morewords.com/ends-with/que/
http://www.dailywritingtips.com/words-ending-in-gue/


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 11 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the ‘sc’ letter string. 

 

science scenery discipline muscle 
ascent ascend descend descent 

fascinate scene resuscitate adolescent 
abscess self-discipline crescent cardiovascular 

confiscate conscience conscious disconnect 
Fascism scientist  scented  obscene 

 
 
https://www.morewords.com/contains/sc/ 
 
 
 
 

TWO TO TEST scissors  science 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.morewords.com/contains/sc/


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 12 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the ‘ough’ letter string. 

 
ought rough though borough 

thought cough although bough 
fought enough dough plough 

brought bought through tough 
nought forethought thorough doughnut 

thoroughbred toughen toughest breakthrough 
 

The ‘ough’ letter string can be used to create several different sounds: 

 
 

A comparable group is omb, which can be pronounced in at least four ways: bomb /bɒm/ (rhymes with 
Tom), comb /koʊm/ (rhymes with home), sombre /ˈsɒmbə/, and tomb /tuːm/ (rhymes with gloom). 
 
‘augh’ is visually rather similar to ‘ough’ but admits much less pronunciation variation. 
 
/æf/, /ɑːf/ as in "laughter" 
/ɔː/ as in "daughter" 
 
The gh letter string used to represent the Germanic guttural sound represented by the cht letter string in 
their language. The gh was used in English to represent the same sound which we no longer use. E.g. light 
and licht, night and nacht. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ough_(orthography) 
http://www.spellzone.com/unit17/quest1_p1-2/index.cfm 
 

TWO TO TEST “Past Tense of Buy” “Past Tense of Bring” 
 
The difference between these ‘brought’ and ‘bought’ should be taught alongside the rest of 

the ough words. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ough_(orthography)
http://www.spellzone.com/unit17/quest1_p1-2/index.cfm


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 13 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the ‘tious’ and ‘cious’ letter 

string. 
 

-tious -cious 
ambitious nutritious vicious precious 
cautious superstitious suspicious conscious 
fictitious infectious malicious delicious 

pretentious conscientious atrocious ferocious 
facetious spacious luscious 

 
Use the root word as a guide to which of the spellings to use above. 
 

Word Root Notes 
ambitious ambition 

All the root words end in –tion which 
shows that –tious shoud be used for 

adjective form. 

nutritious nutrition 
cautious caution 

nutritious nutrition 
superstitious superstition 

fictitious fiction 
vicious  from Latin ‘vitium’ and old French ‘vicios’. 

suspicious suspect caution: this ends in –ct so could be confusing. 

malicious malice Ends in –ce so –cious used for adjective. 

precious  from Latin ‘pretium’ and old French ‘precios’. 

conscious conscience Ends in –ce so –cious used for adjective. 

delicious  from Latin ‘delicere’ and old French ‘delicios’. 

 
http://www.spellzone.com/games/index.cfm?wordlist=391 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranberry_morpheme 
 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

cautiously repetitious consciousness 

http://www.spellzone.com/games/index.cfm?wordlist=391
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranberry_morpheme


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 14 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
advice / advise device / devise 
licence / license prophecy / prophesy 
waist / waste practice / practise 

 
advice   noun- guidance or recommendations offered 
advise    verb- offer suggestions about something 
licence noun- permit from an authority to own or use 

something 
license   verb- to allow for the use of something 
waist   part of the abdomen between ribs and hips 
waste   discard 
device   noun- machine, or piece of equipment 
devise   verb- to form a plan, contrive  
prophecy noun- messages allegedly communicated to a 

prophet are then communicated to other people 
prophesy  verb- ‘he was prophesying a bumper harvest’ 
practice noun- the actual application or use of an idea, 

belief, or method 
practise verb- perform (an activity) or exercise (a skill) 

repeatedly. 
 
 
http://www.keystage2literacy.co.uk/practisepractice.html 
 
 
 
 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

bear bare pear 

 

http://www.keystage2literacy.co.uk/practisepractice.html


 
YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 15 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the ‘cial’ and ‘tial’ letter 

string. 
 

-cial -tial 
official social partial substantial 
special beneficial confidential potential 

artificial facial essential preferential 
sacrificial superficial torrential residential 

crucial  multiracial  influential presidential 
Common Exception Words (Based on Root Word and Strategy) 
financial commercial initial spatial 

 

• -cial & -tial endings usually sound the same "shul" 
special, confidential, initial, official 
 

• Stem before ‘shul’ sound ends in a consonant use –tial (not 
Financial) 

• Stem before ‘shul’ sound ends in vowel, use –cial 
 

• The origins of these spelling differences are dependent on which 
language the root word was taken from. Most of these words 
were borrowed from French or Latin and the letter in the root 
word was kept in the altered English spelling: 

potential - from late Latin potentialis, from potentia 'power', 
from potent- 'being able' 
facial - from medieval Latin facialis, from facies 
initial - from Latin initialis, from initium 'beginning' 

 
http://www.howtospell.co.uk/cial-and-tial-spelling-rules 
 
 
 
 

TWO TO TEST superficial initial  
 

http://www.howtospell.co.uk/cial-and-tial-spelling-rules


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 16 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones and near 

homophones. 
 

farther / further / father heard / herd 
led / lead guessed / guest 

morning / mourning past / passed 
 
farther   physical distance 
further   figurative distance 
father   male parent 
guessed   past tense of guess 
guest   a person who is invited to visit  
heard   irregular past tense verb of ‘to hear’ 
herd   collective noun for domestic animals 
led    irregular past tense verb of ‘to lead’  
lead   chemical element with symbol Pb 
morning  the part of the day between midnight and noon 
mourning  synonymous with grief over the death of someone 
past   gone by in time and no longer existing 
passed   regular past tense verb of ‘to pass’ 
 
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-
versus-farther?page=all 
http://www.grammar-monster.com/easily_confused/past_passed.htm 
http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2015/01/passed-past/ 
 
 
 
 

TWO TO TEST practice / practise weather / whether 
 
 
 

 

http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all
http://www.grammar-monster.com/easily_confused/past_passed.htm
http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2015/01/passed-past/


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 17 
Objective: I can recognise common words that contain the ‘ant’, ‘ance’ and 

‘ancy’ letter strings. 
 

-ant -ance 
observant tolerant importance tolerance 
expectant significant substance significance 
hesitant adamant hesitance assistance 

abundant relevant abundance relevance 
reluctant dominant radiance arrogance 

-ancy 
buoyancy occupancy elegancy fancy 

truancy vacancy infancy 
 
 
-ant  adjective 
-ance  noun 
-ancy  noun / adjective 
 

TWO TO TEST vacant truant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 18 
Objective: I can recognise common words that contain the ‘ent’ and ‘ence’ 

letter strings. 
 

-ent -ence 
confident apparent   audience persistence 
frequent patient absence conscience 
obedient consistent competence convenience 

transparent imminent evidence patience 
-ency 

emergency frequency agency efficiency 
currency consistency urgency absorbency 

 
-ent  adjective 
-ence  noun 
-ency  noun 
 
http://www.morewords.com/ends-with/ence/ 
 
 

TWO TO TEST difference dependent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.morewords.com/ends-with/ence/


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 19 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones and near 

homophones. 
 

precede / proceed principal / principle 
profit / prophet stationary / stationery 
peace / piece mussel / muscle 

 
precede    come before 
proceed   begin a course of action / go forward  
profit   money earned after accounting for expenses  
prophet   in religion, someone who has spoken to god 
peace   the normal, non-warring state of a nation 
piece   a part of the whole 
principal  adjective- primary or most important 
principle  a fundamental truth or proposition  
stationary  not moving or intending to move 
stationery  writing and other office materials 
mussel   a mollusc 
muscle   tissue found in most animals for movement  
 
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-
versus-farther?page=all 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

their there they’re 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 20 
Objective: I know when to double the final consonant when adding a suffix to 

a word ending in –fer. 
 

refer referred referring referral 
defer deferred deferring deferral 
prefer preferred transfer transferred 
infer inferred inferring inference* 

confer conferred conferred conference* 
offer* offered* offering* 

Common Exceptions 
chauffeur chauffeured chauffeuring 

(*Words that are starred do not double the final ‘r’ of the root word because the syllable 
stress is not on the ‘fer’ sound.) 

 
We double up some words that are more than one syllable when the 
last syllable is stressed. 
 
prefer (preFER) - preferring/preferred (but not preference) 
begin (beGIN) - beginning, beginner 
regret (reGRET) - regrettable, regretting 
occur (oCUR) - occurred, occurring, occurrence 
forbid - forbidden 
commit - committed 
refer - referred (but not reference stressed) 
 
Remember there are always exceptions to English spelling rules. 
 
http://www.howtospell.co.uk/doubling-up-rule 
 

TWO TO TEST preferring suffering 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.howtospell.co.uk/doubling-up-rule


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 21 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
steal / steel wary / weary 

who’s / whose aisle / isle 
aloud / allowed affect / effect 

 
steal  take (another person's property) without 

permission 
steel a hard, strong grey or bluish-grey alloy of iron with 

carbon and usually other elements 
who’s   contraction of ‘who is’  
whose determiner and noun belonging to or associated 

with which person. 
aloud   at an audible volume. 
allowed   permissible. 
wary feeling or showing caution about possible dangers 

or problems. 
weary feeling or showing extreme tiredness, especially as 

a result of excessive exertion.  
aisle a passage between rows of seats in a building such 

as a church or theatre. 
isle    an island or peninsula, especially a small one. 
affect verb- have an effect on; make a difference to. To 

touch the feelings of; move emotionally. 
effect noun- a change which is a result or consequence of 

an action or other cause. 
 
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-
versus-farther?page=all 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

their there they’re 

 
  

http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/further-versus-farther?page=all


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 22 
Objective: I can recognise common words that contain the letter string –able 

and –ably. 
 

-able -ably 
changeable sizeable acceptably comfortably 
noticeable likeable arguably understandably 

understandable capable reasonably suitably 
reliable tolerable noticeably tolerably 

adorable believable acceptably considerably 
durable inevitable fashionably miserably 

 
As a general rule, there are lots more adjectives ending in -able, but 
here are some tips to help you make the right choice: 
 
• When a word ends in -able, the main part of the word (i.e. the 

bit that comes before the -able ending) is usually a complete 
word in itself. For example: bearable (from bear), readable, 
(from read), and acceptable (from accept). This is also true when 
the base word ends in an e that's dropped before the -able 
ending is added (e.g. advise; advisable or inflate; inflatable) or 
where it ends in a consonant that's doubled when the ending is 
added (e.g. forget; forgettable or regret; regrettable). 

 
• If the main part of the word ends with a ‘hard’ c (pronounced 

like the c in cab) or a ‘hard’ g (pronounced like the g in game) 
then the ending is always -able. For example, navigable or 
amicable. 

 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-
ible 

 

TWO TO TEST reliably acceptable  
 

 

 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-ible
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-ible


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 23 
Objective: I can recognise common words that contain the letter string –ible 

and –ibly. 
 

-ible -ibly  
legible reversible illegibly visibly 

suggestible invincible audibly terribly 
flexible responsible responsibly possibly 

incredible eligible irresistibly incredibly 
 
• When a word ends in -ible, it's less likely that the part before the 

ending will be a recognizable English word. Take permissible or 
audible, for example: ‘permiss’ and ‘aud’ are not English words. 

 
• This is only a guideline and there are exceptions to the general 

principle. For example, accessible and collapsible both end in -ible 
even though they are formed from the recognizable words access 
and collapse. 

 
Here are some common words ending in -ible: 
 

illegible; responsible; eligible; incredible; reversible; invincible; 
suggestible; contemptible; feasible; negligible; susceptible; convertible; 

flexible; ostensible; tangible; gullible; terrible; horrible; plausible. 
 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-
ible 

 

TWO TO TEST irreversibly audible 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-ible
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/words/words-ending-in-able-or-ible


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 24 
Objective: I can recognise when to use the letter string –ei after the letter c-. 

 

i before e (after c) e before i (no c) 
deceive conceive chief belief 
receive ceiling shield piece 

perceive receipt brief field 
Common Exceptions 

foreign vein weight 
neighbour height science 

neither ancient protein 
 
 
• Most people know the spelling rule about i before e except after 

c. 
 
• The rule only applies when the sound represented is ‘ee’, though. 

It doesn’t apply to words like science or efficient, in which the –ie- 
combination does follow the letter c but isn’t pronounced ‘ee’. 

 
• Neither does the rule apply to any word without the ee sound, 

even when there is no c involved. For example: beige, feign, 
foreign, forfeit etc… 

 
i before e, 

Except after c, 
Or when sounded as "a," 

As in neighbour and weigh. 
 
http://alt-usage-english.org/I_before_E.html 
http://www.spellzone.com/unit21/page1.cfm 
 

TWO TO TEST deceit relief 
 
 
  

http://alt-usage-english.org/I_before_E.html
http://www.spellzone.com/unit21/page1.cfm


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 25 
Objective: I can know when it is useful to use a hyphen when adding a prefix. 

 
co-operate co-ordinate co-author co-own 
anti-aircraft un-British re-cover re-press 

infra-red ex-pupil self-aware re-establish 
 
• A prefix is a half word (e.g., anti-, ex-, post-, pre-) placed before 

a word to modify its meaning. Most prefixed words can be 
written with or without a hyphen after the prefix. 

 
• As a guideline, avoid the hyphen if you can, but if the 

unhyphenated version is a spelling mistake (let your spellchecker 
do its job) or looks too unwieldy for you, use a hyphen. 

 
• That said, you should always use a hyphen with ex- and self-, and 

you should never allow ambiguity to creep in (e.g., you must 
write re-press the shirt not repress the shirt). There are more-
detailed guidelines below. 

 
http://www.grammar-monster.com/lessons/hyphens_in_prefixes.htm 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

re-enter co-pilot self-discipline 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.grammar-monster.com/lessons/hyphens_in_prefixes.htm


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 26 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
alter / altar ascent / assent 

bridal / bridle brake / break 
cereal / serial coarse / course 

 
alter   change in character or composition, typically in a 

comparatively small but significant way. 
altar  An altar is any structure upon which offerings 

such as sacrifices and worship are made for 
religious purposes. 

bridal Of or relating to a bride or a marriage ceremony. 
bridle A bridle is a piece of equipment used to direct a 

horse. 
cereal any plant of the grass family yielding an edible 

grain, as wheat, rye, oats, rice, or corn. 
serial arranged or happening in a series. 
ascent the act of rising or mounting upward. 
assent to agree to or approve of something (such as an 

idea or suggestion) especially after carefully 
thinking about it. 

brake A device for slowing or stopping motion. 
break separate into pieces as a result of a blow, shock, 

or strain. Interrupt something. 
coarse  rough or harsh in texture.  
course the route or direction followed by a ship, aircraft, 

road, or river. 
 

THREE TO 
TEST 

father  farther further 

 
 
 
  



YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 27 
Objective: I can spell words that have silent letters within them. 

 
doubt island lamb solemn 
thistle knight bomb autumn 
wrong February knickers hymn 
listen sandwich knowledge choir 

 
Silent letters are letters that can’t be heard when spoken. There are 
silent letters in some English words because of two main reasons. 

1) The original words are from another language and they have 
been taken into English, changed and some of the original 
letters kept. e.g. plumb is from the Latin plumbum “lead”. 

2) Pronunciation of the words have changed over the years but 
the spelling has not. e.g. in medieval times, the ‘k’ was 
pronounced in ‘knock’. 

 
http://mws.ust.hk/sir/silent_words.php 
 

TWO TO TEST past passed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://mws.ust.hk/sir/silent_words.php


YEAR 6 

SPELLING LIST 28 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
compliment / complement desert / dessert 

descent / dissent draft / draught 
heel / heal fair / fare 

 
compliment  a polite expression of praise or admiration. 
complement is a noun and verb. It also has a matching 

adjective, complementary. In any case, it refers 
to something that completes or goes well with 
something. 

descent  an act of moving downwards, dropping, or 
falling. 

dissent the holding or expression of opinions at variance 
with those commonly or officially held. 

desert a barren area of land. 
dessert is a course that concludes a main meal. 
draft a version of something (such as a document) 

that you make before you make the final 
version. 

draught cool air moving in a closed space, to drink or an 
animal used to pull heavy loads. 

heal to recover from illness or injury. 
heel the lower back part of the foot. 
fair  treating people equally, fair complexion.  
fare the money paid for a journey on public 

transport. 
 

TWO TO TEST for four 

 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 1 

International Phonetic Alphabet 
 

The table below shows each symbol of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and provides examples 
of the associated grapheme(s). The table is not a comprehensive alphabetic code chart; it is intended simply 
as guidance for teachers in understanding the IPA symbols used. The pronunciations in the table are, by 
convention, based on Received Pronunciation and could be significantly different in other accents. 

 

 
 

  



APPENDIX 2 

National Curriculum Wordlists 
 
 

 

Y
EA

R
 3

 a
nd

 4
 

 
accident(ally), actual(ly), address, answer, appear, arrive, believe, 

bicycle, breath, breathe, build, busy/business, calendar, caught, 
centre, century, certain, circle, complete, consider, continue, decide, 

describe, different, difficult, disappear, early, earth, eight/eighth, 
enough, exercise, experience, experiment, extreme, famous, 

favourite, February, forward(s), fruit, grammar, group, guard, 
guide, heard, heart, height, history, imagine, increase, important, 

interest, island, knowledge, learn, length, library, material, 
medicine, mention, minute, natural, naughty, notice, occasion(ally), 

often, opposite, ordinary, particular, peculiar, perhaps, popular, 
position, possess(ion), possible, potatoes, pressure, probably, 
promise, purpose, quarter, question, recent, regular, reign, 

remember, sentence, separate, special, straight, strange, strength, 
suppose, surprise, therefore, though/although, thought, through, 

various, weight, woman/women 

Y
EA

R
 5

 a
nd

 6
 

accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive, 
amateur, ancient, apparent, appreciate, attached, available, 

average, awkward,  bargain, bruise, category, cemetery, 
committee, communicate, community, competition, conscience, 

conscious, controversy, convenience, correspond, criticise, curriosity, 
definite, desperate, determined, develop, dictionary, disastrous, 

embarrass, environment, equipped, equipment, especially, 
exaggerate, excellent, existence, explanation, familiar, foreign, forty, 

frequently, government, guarantee, harass, hindrance, identity, 
immediate(ly), individual, interfere, interrupt, language, leisure, 

lightning (h), marvellous, mischievous, muscle (h), necessary, 
neighbour, nuisance, occupy, occur, opportunity, parliament, 

,persuade, physical, prejudice, privilege, profession, programme , 
pronunciation, queue, recognise, recommend, relevant ,restaurant, 
rhyme , rhythm, sacrifice, secretary, shoulder, signature, sincere(ly), 

soldier, stomach, sufficient, suggest, symbol (h), system, 
temperature, thorough, twelfth, variety, vegetable, vehicle, yacht 


